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ABSTRACT: In the present study, a new alternating direction explicit-implicit domain decomposition 
approach is proposed by combining the alternating direction implicit method with the explicit-implicit 
domain decomposition method. The method is used for solving the two-dimensional conduction heat 
transfer equation on a graphics processing unit. In this method, an explicit numerical scheme is used to 
predict values at the inner boundaries, and an implicit scheme based on the alternating direction implicit 
method is used to solve the sub-domains. Then, an implicit scheme is used to correct the values on the 
inner boundaries. Numerical experiments are done to investigate the accuracy and speed of the method. 
The results show that the present method can achieve a speedup of 1.3 to 2.6 times compared to the 
alternating direction implicit method. Increasing the number of subdomains increases the speed and 
decreases the accuracy of the method. Although numerical experiments show high stability of the present 
method, its error is higher than the alternating direction implicit method. Furthermore, the results show 
that the present method is more advantageous to problems with coarse grids, such that by increasing the 
grid size from 256 × 256 to 512 × 512, the speedup decreases from 2.4 to 1.7.
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1- Introduction
The two-dimensional heat conduction equation is one of 

the most commonly used equations in the field of mechanical 
engineering. Due to the high computational complexity and huge 
computational cost in long-term and real-scale problems, there 
is a pressing need to develop fast and accurate GPU-accelerated 
solvers for this equation. Due to their special architecture, 
GPUs become more effective when the given problem can 
be decomposed to many tasks performing the same operation 
on multiple data simultaneously. Regarding the methods of 
time advancement, such a condition occurs when explicit 
numerical schemes are used for solving Partial Differential 
Equations (PDEs). So, many researchers have developed GPU-
accelerated solvers based on explicit numerical schemes [1, 2]. 
The Alternating Direction Implicit (ADI) method is a simple 
method for dealing with this problem. In ADI method, solving 
the tridiagonal matrix equation is the main building block of 
the algorithm. So, for the efficient implementation of the ADI 
solver on GPU, the solution method for the tridiagonal matrix 
equation is the key part.

For solving tri-diagonal systems on GPU, serial 
algorithms like Thomas [3, 4] and parallel algorithms like CR 

and PCR [5] have been proposed. The Thomas algorithm has 
low computational complexity and it is easy to implement. 
But because of the serial nature of the algorithm, computation 
related to each tri-diagonal system is mapped to one thread 
which leads to a low occupancy, especially in small-scale 
problems. Unlike the Thomas algorithm, in CR and PCR 
algorithms, each equation is mapped to one thread. So, 
the number of resident warp is increased and this leads to 
higher occupancy and efficient use of resources. But parallel 
algorithms suffer from high computational complexity 
because of the high number of mathematical operations per 
equation and communications between threads. 

In the present study, a Corrected Explicit-Implicit Domain 
Decomposition (CEIDD) approach is proposed to reduce the 
size of the tridiagonal system of equations in the ADI method. 
In this method in each time step values at some points in the 
domain are predicted using an explicit scheme. By doing 
this, each tridiagonal system is partitioned into many smaller 
systems and this allows for partitioning the workloads. 
Explicit-implicit domain decomposition is a non-iterative 
and non-overlapping domain decomposition method so it is 
computationally and computationally efficient. In 2002. Du et 
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Fig. 1. Domain decomposition in X and Y directions in ADI-CEIDD

al. [6] proposed an EIDD method that can compute the values 
on the inner interfaces by either a high-order explicit scheme 
or multistep explicit scheme. The method is conditionally 
stable. Sun and Zhuang [7] added a further step to EIDD 
method to replace the values from the explicit scheme on 
interfaces with values computed by an implicit scheme. 
This method is unconditionally stable. More related to the 
present study, Du and Liang [8] combined EIDD algorithm 
with the splitting technique and proposed S-DDM method. 
In this method, the interface values are computed using local 
multilevel schemes and the splitting implicit scheme is utilized 
to compute the interior values of the subdomains. S-DDM 
is conditionally stable but using an efficient local multilevel 
scheme at interface points relax the stability condition [9]. 

In the present study, a new alternating direction explicit-
implicit domain decomposition approach  is proposed 
by combining the ADI method with the CEIDD domain 
decomposition method.

2- Methodology
The ADI-CEIDD method consists of two steps: y-sweep 

and x-sweep. In the y-sweep step, the domain is decomposed 
to nos subdomains in Y direction (Fig. 1(a)). Then the solution 
for interface points is predicted using an explicit scheme 
and a combination of values from two previous time levels. 
Next, the heat conduction equation is solved implicitly in 
Y direction and explicitly in X direction in the subdomains. 
Finally, the values in boundary points are corrected using an 
implicit scheme. In x-sweep, the domain is decomposed to 

nos subdomains in X direction (Fig. 1(b)) and the equation is 
solved implicitly in X direction and explicitly in Y direction. 
In ADI-CEIDD the number of independent systems of 
equations is several times the ADI method. So, the number 
of active threads is increased and this can lead to efficient use 
of GPU resources.

3- Results
Fig. 2 shows the L2-norm error for ADI-CEIDD method. 

The results show that decomposing the domain in ADI-
CEIDD has increased the error compared to the ADI method. 
The minimal effect of the parameter nos has occurred in. As 
an overall trend, the error increases by increasing the λ. But 
in nos=4, 8, 16 the error for λ=0.5 is greater than the error 
for λ=1. Also, the results indicate the high stability of ADI-
CEIDD method. For further optimization of the algorithm, 
coalesced and uncoalesced versions are investigated. Results 
show that the coalesced version is more efficient especially 
for big-scale problems.

Speedup of the coalesced version of ADI-CEIDD method 
versus the ADI method is presented in Fig. 3.

As the results show, the ADI-CEIDD can achieve a speedup 
of 1.3 to 2.6 times compared to the ADI method by increasing 
the occupancy. By increasing the number of subdomains from 
2 to 32, the speed of the proposed method is increased up to 
1.6 times. Furthermore, the results show that the ADI-CEIDD 
method is more advantageous to problems with coarse grids, 
such that by increasing the grid size from 256 × 256 to 512 × 
512, the speedup decreases from 2.4 to 1.7. 
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Fig. 1. Domain decomposition in X and Y directions in ADI-CEIDD

al. [6] proposed an EIDD method that can compute the values 
on the inner interfaces by either a high-order explicit scheme 
or multistep explicit scheme. The method is conditionally 
stable. Sun and Zhuang [7] added a further step to EIDD 
method to replace the values from the explicit scheme on 
interfaces with values computed by an implicit scheme. 
This method is unconditionally stable. More related to the 
present study, Du and Liang [8] combined EIDD algorithm 
with the splitting technique and proposed S-DDM method. 
In this method, the interface values are computed using local 
multilevel schemes and the splitting implicit scheme is utilized 
to compute the interior values of the subdomains. S-DDM 
is conditionally stable but using an efficient local multilevel 
scheme at interface points relax the stability condition [9]. 

In the present study, a new alternating direction explicit-
implicit domain decomposition approach  is proposed 
by combining the ADI method with the CEIDD domain 
decomposition method.

2. METHODOLOGY
The ADI-CEIDD method consists of two steps: y-sweep 

and x-sweep. In the y-sweep step, the domain is decomposed 
to nos subdomains in Y direction (Fig. 1(a)). Then the solution 
for interface points is predicted using an explicit scheme 
and a combination of values from two previous time levels. 
Next, the heat conduction equation is solved implicitly in 
Y direction and explicitly in X direction in the subdomains. 
Finally, the values in boundary points are corrected using an 
implicit scheme. In x-sweep, the domain is decomposed to 
nos subdomains in X direction (Fig. 1(b)) and the equation is 
solved implicitly in X direction and explicitly in Y direction. 
In ADI-CEIDD the number of independent systems of 
equations is several times the ADI method. So, the number 

of active threads is increased and this can lead to efficient use 
of GPU resources.

3. RESULTS
Fig. 2 shows the L2-norm error for ADI-CEIDD method. 

The results show that decomposing the domain in ADI-
CEIDD has increased the error compared to the ADI method. 
The minimal effect of the parameter nos has occurred in. As 
an overall trend, the error increases by increasing the λ. But 
in nos=4, 8, 16 the error for λ=0.5 is greater than the error 
for λ=1. Also, the results indicate the high stability of ADI-
CEIDD method. For further optimization of the algorithm, 
coalesced and uncoalesced versions are investigated. Results 
show that the coalesced version is more efficient especially 
for big-scale problems.

Speedup of the coalesced version of ADI-CEIDD method 
versus the ADI method is presented in Fig. 3.

As the results show, the ADI-CEIDD can achieve a 
speedup of 1.3 to 2.6 times compared to the ADI method 
by increasing the occupancy. By increasing the number of 
subdomains from 2 to 32, the speed of the proposed method is 
increased up to 1.6 times. Furthermore, the results show that 
the ADI-CEIDD method is more advantageous to problems 
with coarse grids, such that by increasing the grid size from 
256 × 256 to 512 × 512, the speedup decreases from 2.4 to 
1.7. 

4. CONCLUSIONS
In the present study, a new ADI-CEIDD approach is 

proposed by combining the ADI method with the explicit-
implicit domain decomposition method. ADI-CEIDD can 
achieve a speedup of 1.3 to 2.6 times compared with the 
ADI method by increasing the occupancy. Increasing the 
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Fig. 3. Speedup of the ADI-CEIDD algorithm vs ADI
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4- Conclusions
In the present study, a new ADI-CEIDD approach is 

proposed by combining the ADI method with the explicit-
implicit domain decomposition method. ADI-CEIDD can 
achieve a speedup of 1.3 to 2.6 times compared with the 
ADI method by increasing the occupancy. Increasing the 
number of subdomains improves the performance of the 
ADI-CEIDD. Although numerical experiments show high 
stability of the ADI-CEIDD, its error is higher than the ADI. 
Furthermore, the results show that the ADI-CEIDD method is 
more advantageous to problems with coarse grids
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